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Abstract  

Background:  Lumbosacral fixation is a common surgical  

procedure for various indications including spondylolithesis  

with neurogenic claudication pain secondary to degenerative  
spinal canal stenosis. Segment failure following lumbosacral  
fixation is a serious complication resulting from spondylolith-
esis above or below fixed vertebrae. Segment failure is an  
important cause of recurrence of symptoms and/or appearance  

of new symptoms. This complication must be properly diag-
nosed and managed to improve short and long term surgery  

outcome.  

Aim of Study: This study aimed to assess the management  

of segment failure post lumbar fixation by one level extension  

of fixation.  

Patients and Methods: This study included 15 patients  
presenting with segment failure post lumbar fixation. Inclusion  

criteria was improvement of pain and/or neurologic claudica-
tion after initial lumbar fixation. The occurrence of segment  

failure was documented by lumbosacral magnetic resonance  

imaging MRI. All patients were managed by one level exten-
sion of fixation.  

Results:  Patients were five (33.3%) females and ten  

(66.6%) males with an age that ranged from 33 to 67 years,  

mean age was 48 ±5.8 years. Body mass index BMI ranged  
from 23.6 to 35.7 with a mean of 31.4 ±3.7kg/m2 . All patients  
were complaining from low back pain LBP, had radicular pain  
and presented with neurologic claudication. The duration  

between the initial lumbosacral fixation surgery and the  

operation for extension of fixation ranged from 1.7 to 3.1  

years with a mean of 2.5 ± 1.7 years.  

Conclusion:  Segment failure is an importantcause of  
recurrence of symptoms after primary relief following lumbar  

fusion surgery. One level extension of fixation is a good option  
for management of segment failure post lumbar fixation.  
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Introduction  

THERE  is controversy regarding the subsequent  
degeneration of adjacent segments following pos- 
terior lumbar decompression and fusion [1,2,3] .  
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Although efforts to preserve segmental motion  

during spinal surgery are now increasing, spinal  

fusion remains a standard method of surgical treat-
ment for deformity, trauma and degenerative dis-
orders [4,5,6] . Fusion clinical success rates have  
increased due to improvements in instrumentation  

and bone graft material. In contrast, numerous  

complications and problems of fusion surgery have  
been reported with adjacent segment disease being  
one of the most important [7,8,9] .  

Suggested explanations for segment failure  
include abnormal loading and increased mobility  

in adjacent segments but it is still unclear whether  

this results from fusion sequel or it is result of  
natural degeneration [10,11,12] .  

There have been also controversy about the  

exact incidence of adjacent segment failure and its  

risk factors. It is evident that the number of cases  
of adjacent segment failure will increase as the  
number of performed surgeries for fixation increase.  

However only few reports were done on the benefits  

of revision surgeries [13] .  

Patients and Methods  

The current study included 15 patients who had  
spinal fusion surgery by one level extension to the  

previous fixation due to adjacent segment failure  
during the period from January 2019 to December  
2020 in Beni Suef University Hospital. Patients  

were followed-up for the next 6 month following  

surgery to detect postoperative complications. The  
study conformed to the provisions of the Declara-
tion of Helsinki. All participants gave a written  

informed consent.  

Inclusion criteria for the patients included:  

• Improvement of the initial complaint either from  
the back or leg symptoms.  
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• Non traumatic causes for spinal fusion.  
• No neurological problem appeared immediately  

postoperative.  
• No presence of tumors.  
• No presence of vascular malformations.  

All patients were subjected to full neurological  

exam and full history taking before surgery.  

Patients were recruited from the outpatient  

clinic, they came for follow-up after previous  

lumbar fixation. Study group patients had new  
symptoms i.e. back or leg pain after an initial  
period of relief. Diagnosis was confirmed by mag-
netic resonance imaging MRI. Medical treatment  
and physiotherapy were started. Patients who did  

not respond to conservative measures were sub-
jected to surgery in which an extension for fixation  

was done by one level above.  

Fifteen patients were included in the current  
study, none of these patients had spinal fractures,  

spinal neoplasms nor vascular malformations.  
Among the 15 patients 33% were females and 67%  

were males and the mean age was 48 years and  

the oldest was 33 years old and the oldest was 67.  

The mean body mass index BMI for the participants  
was 31.4Kg/m2 . Eleven patients (73.3%) were  
complaining from radicular pain and 93.3% (14  
patients) were complaining of claudication pain  

and all of the 15 patients were complaining of back  
pain. The average interval between the first and  

second operation was 2.5 years. Statistical Methods:  

Data were statistically described in terms of mean  

±  standard deviation (±  SD), median and range, or  
frequencies (number of cases) and percentages  

when appropriate. Two sided p-values less than  
0.05 was considered statistically significant. All  

statistical calculations were done using computer  
program IBM SPSS (Statistical Package for the  

Social Science; IBM Corp, Armonk, NY, USA)  
release 22 for Microsoft Windows.  

Results  

Fifteen patients were included in this study  

who came with recurrence of symptoms and images  

confirming segment failure following lumbar fu-
sion. Among the 15 patients 33.3% were females  
and 66.6% were males and the mean age was 48  

years and the youngest was 33 years old and the  

oldest was 67. The mean body mass index for the  

participants was 31.4kg/m 2, the lowest body mass  
index was 25 and the highest was 40. Eleven of  
the patients (73.3%) were complaining of radicular  

pain and fourteen patients (93.3%) were complain-
ing of claudication pain and all of the 15 patients  

were complaining of back pain. The average inter-
val between the first and second operation was 2.5  
years. The adjacent segment failure was cranial to  

the previous fusion in all cases. Type of work and  
failed level. Postoperative there was immediate  
improvement in all patients.  

Table (1): Shows demographic data and graph-1 shows pre-
operative symptoms.  

Minimum  Maximum  Mean  

Age (years)  33  67  48  
BMI (Kg/m2)  25  40  31.4  
Interval between  

spinal surgeries (years)  
1  4  2.5 years  

Table (1): Demographic data:  

Preoperative symptoms  
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Fig. (1): Pre-operative symptoms.  

Discussion  

The real reason behind adjacent segment failure  

is not precisely known. Studies done showed a  
lead towards the biomechanical stress which may  

increase at the adjacent segment following fixation  

due to physiological loading at that segment which  

may lead to speeding the degenerative process in  

the disc and joints. However the cause may be as  

simple as ignoring a weak segment from the start  
during fixation. Theoretically if this segment was  

put into consideration, no segment failure would  

have occurred [4,8,13] .  

Several studies have tried to document causes  

that are directly related to adjacent segment failure.  

Liuke et al., [3]  stated the fact that a body mass  

index above 25kg/m2  is directly related to adjacent  
segment failure and speeds the process of disc  

degeneration. Bagheri et al., [2]  also reached the  
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same conclusion that body mass index is directly  

related to the development of adjacent segment  

disease the higher the body mass index the higher  
possibility of segment failure.  

The previous results are consistent with our  

study in which all patients had body mass index  
greater than 25kg/m 2 .  

Several studies directly related adjacent segment  

failure and age suggesting that age is a predisposing  

factor for the adjacent segment disease. However  
in our study there was no relation to patients' age.  

The mean age was 48 years and the youngest was  
33 years old and the oldest was 67 which is con-
sistent with the study by Radcliff et al., [7] .  

The relation between length fusions and adja-
cent segment disease development is still debatable  

in studies concerned with this subject. Several  

authors prefer the relation and confirms the fact  

that longer length fusions are more likely to develop  

adjacent segment failure [10] .  

In the current study, there were no direct relation  

between segment length and occurrence of segment  

failure.  

The mean time interval before the second op-
eration in our study was 2.5 years and range from  
minimum of 1 year and maximum of 4 years. This  
duration was much longer than the interval reported  

by Okuda et al., [1]  in which the mean average  
period for the second operation was 4.7 years.  

The difference in duration may result from the  

fact that we searched for segment failure patients  

very early when they came for follow-up after  
initial fixation [7,9] .  

In this study, there was an improvement con-
cerning the newly developed symptoms after per-
forming a one level extension of fusion. Further  
assessment and longer follow-up period are rec-
ommended before judgment, also this study was  
not designed to discuss the causes of adjacent  

segment failure which should be further investigat-
ed thoroughly.  

Conclusion:  
Segment failure is a well-known complication  

after lumbar fixation surgery. Managing this com-
plication by one level extension was successful in  
our study group.  

Disclosure:  The author declares he had no  

disclosures.  
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